MUSEUM IN A MINUTE
YOUNG ADULT LAB: MAKE IT MINI
SOUL PLATES EDITION

SOUL PLATES IS A PROJECT IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE CINCY NICE THAT CELEBRATES THE SOUL FOOD AND HOME LIFE OF VARYING CULTURES. PARTICIPANTS ARE CALLED TO VISIT THE EXHIBITION OR JOIN US FOR MEAL AND STORYTELLING EXPERIENCE. THIS WEEK’S PROJECT CELEBRATES THE MOMENTS OF FOOD THAT FEEL LIKE HOME. WE WILL MAKE RECREATIONS OF OUR FAVORITE FOODS AND STORIES AS A VISUAL REPRESENTATION OF THE SOUL PLATES PROJECT.

MATERIALS: SMALL PAPER PLATE, SHARPIE OR PEN, MODEL MAGIC, AND WATERCOLORS OR MARKERS

1. Write a story of food that feels like home. This can be food that a relative cooks, food from your home culture, food that you grew up eating with friends. What is the food that brings back good memories? Tell us this story on your paper plate.

2. Blend Water colors or markers into your white model magic in order to create the colors of the food in your memories? Think about your knowledge of color mixing. How much yellow or blue would you need to blend in to make lettuce?

3. Use your colored model magic to sculpt a meal that mimics the food in your stories? We love to take inspiration from the Youtube account called Tiny Kitchen to sculpt realistic and miniature meals. Display on your plate that contains your story.

SHARE WHAT YOU CREATE BY TAGGING @CINCYCAC